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Ashland Creek Press announces THE LAST MILE, 
the final book in the critically acclaimed YA Lithia Trilogy !

RELEASE DATE: October 2014       
PRICE: $16.95         PAGES: 244       TRIM SIZE: 5.25 x 8 x .5 

ISBN: 978-1-61822-026-4    Age level: 12 and up !
(ASHLAND, OR—May 15, 2014) — Ashland Creek Press is pleased to announce THE LAST MILE, the final 
book in the acclaimed Lithia Trilogy. !
About the book: Kat has new losses to mourn but also new reasons to live. On the brink 
of new beginnings, she is back together with Roman, their relationship deepening more 
and more even as she wonders whether she may still harbor feelings for Alex. !
Yet terror still haunts the hills of Lithia and threatens the entire town. As a series of 
earthquakes baffle scientists and put residents on edge, it seems that something more 
dangerous may be looming in Lithia’s future. Trying to balance a school and work while 
keeping Lithia safe isn’t easy—and soon Kat realizes that nothing is a higher priority 
than saving her hometown, along with its abundance of land and animals, from 
devastation. The only problem is that she can’t find a way to do this without leaving 
Lithia forever—or risking her own life and the lives of those she loves. And her future 
with Roman appears as unsteady as the ground under her feet… !
In a story that weaves together stories of love, the environment, and Shakespeare, the natural and supernatural 
worlds collide in this stunning conclusion to the Lithia Trilogy. !

Praise for Out of Breath and The Ghost Runner !
“[The Ghost Runner is] thoroughly entertaining.” —Kirkus Reviews 

“[Out of Breath] is a green parable infused with a rich sense of place.” —Kirkus Reviews !
“Combining mystery, romance, vampires, and strong vegan and environmental messages, [Out of Breath] will 

have readers of light paranormal novels running to the next book in Richmond’s trilogy.” —Booklist !
Ashland Creek Press is a boutique publisher of books with a world view. Its mission is to publish a range of 
books that foster an appreciation for worlds outside our own, for nature and the animal kingdom, and for the 
ways in which we all connect. For more information, visit www.AshlandCreekPress.com. 
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